Earth Carer Events

"SUPER 6" events for 2016
This year we’re holding some special Earth Carers events - the ‘Super 6’ series - to share ideas around
some topics that we hope will be of great interest to Earth Carers and others.
The first of these events was aimed at linking Earth Carers and school communities and our second was a
celebration of Earth Day through Earth Carers eyes with a focus on energy.
Our third event will be held to celebrate Compost in May. MRC Earth Carers is holding a free workshop
where Peg will demonstrate how we can turn our waste organic materials …into useful soil, and how we
can have garden beds on balconies and grow things in the laundry and even in a tea cup!
‘There are many cheap and easy ways to use what we have and transform materials we find,’ Peg said.
‘Wooden pallets, car rims, foam vege boxes can all be made into useful and attractive items for a garden
venture’.

We need volunteers to staff the Plastic Free July stand - to wear the costume and
to hand out water cups.
We also need help on the Organics Display – worm farms, composting, make a pot etc.
Please let us know if you are able to help out on the day - email wasteed@mrc.wa.gov.au.

Earth Carers in Action

Sky Works
While most people were enjoying their Australia Day evening the MRC education team and Earth Carers
were on the Perth foreshore working to encourage people to not only put their rubbish in the bin but into
the right bin.
This was done through the provision of recycling bags, messaging on the bins, Captain Recycle moving
through the crowd, bin monitoring and the operation of recycling stations on the Perth foreshore.
Over 20 tonnes of waste was collected and of this about 35% was recycled, much of it through the MRC
recycling stations.

Our thanks to Earth Carers Lee, Leonie, Joyce, Ryan, Yew Li, Karen, Vanessa, Lay, Natalia, Ella, Dianna, Terry,
Carolyn V, Lauren, George and of course the 4 Atkinson boys.

Bike Maintenance Workshop
We held our first Bike Maintenance Workshop in mid-February at the Holyrood Pavilion in West Leederville
where 10 eager cyclists learnt some new bike skills.
Pearce from BikeDr Cycle Services ran a hands-on workshop with participants having a go at what was
being taught on their own bikes. Topics included the structure and maintenance of a bike, puncture repair,
tyres, brakes, chain and saddles.
The bikes ranged from the smart and expensive to tired old and dirty ‘workhorses’. Everyone got stuck into
the task at hand and the participants left with a sense of confidence to tackle basic maintenance tasks,
particularly the pesky punctured tyre!
We plan to run another workshop later in the year in the northern suburbs. Please email Irenie
on wasteed@mrc.wa.gov.au if this is something you would be interested in attending.

SMRC Tour
23 enthusiastic Earth Carers toured the Southern Metropolitan Regional Resource Recovery Centre
(RRRC) Canning Vale facility on Saturday 2 April. People got to see and learn how the composting,
greens waste and recycling plants operate in the southern suburbs.
Thanks to Emma Baker for taking us on the tour and for her hospitality.

Super 6 Workshop: ‘Connecting Schools and Earth Carers’
We put the word out to schools in our region and Earth Carers to try and link up school communities with
Earth Carers who have some time and energy to help teachers out with projects they may have.
On 11 March we had an enthusiastic group of 34 adult and 5 student participants at our Connecting
Schools and Earth Carers workshop, some of whom are Earth Carers working or helping in schools, other
teachers and other interested Earth Carers all hearing each other’s issues.
We have tabulated the gaps for the attending school groups and are now in the process of connecting up
Earth Carers to schools. We have several people willing to be involved in helping out which is great.
Thank you for your support.
This is an on-going process so if you have a few hours a week, month, or one off energies let us know.
Also, if you are involved with a school in our region that has needs in the ‘waste’ area, contact us and we
will try and match you up with an Earth Carer.

Super 6 Workshop: ‘Energy for Earth Day’
‘Earth Day’ was founded in the US and first organized in 1970 to promote respect for life on Earth and to
raise awareness about the growing problems of pollution of air, water and soil.
On Thursday 21 April the second of our Super 6 events celebrated Earth Day with an ENERGY theme because there’s so much about how we use and save energy that matters for the sustainability of the
world. From food choices, to everything we buy, appliances we use and how we get around, keeping in
mind how much energy is involved and the effects of how it’s sourced can help guide choices that reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, other pollution and waste of all kinds.
Thank you to Serena Forte for her thought-provoking presentation, ‘Meet your Meat’ - about the many
ways that animal agriculture affects the environment - and to Alan Benn for some very useful explanations
and suggestions about understanding and conserving energy use in our homes ... the ‘what’s Watt’ of
powering our appliances from gas and electricity to renewables.
For some info links (and recipes!) from the evening email Anne: apettit@iinet.net.au

Energy is involved in different ways as a very large and essential part of our everyday lives. But we
can minimise the environmental impacts of energy production and energy use when we eat fewer animalbased foods, reduce our reliance on fossil fuels (coal, oil and gas), and reduce waste of all kinds including what goes in our bins.

New Earth Carers Graduates

Congratulations to the 29 people who graduated from the March 2016 course.
Welcome to the Earth Carer family!

Bin Fairies at Mt Hawthorn Festival

Our Earth Carers were seen hovering by the bins at the Mt Hawthorn festive on Sunday 1 May helping
patrons put the correct materials in the right bins.
The Bin Fairy system, recently trialled by event organisers Upbeat Events, was found to be the only way
to keep the recycle bins free of contamination.
Upbeat Events is making a strong push for energy, water and waste efficient events under their name and
we can help support the cause.
We will be calling on potential fairies or ‘police’ (depending how you feel!) for bin duty at the Leederville
Carnival in early December.
Thanks to our Earth Carer ‘Fairies’ - Raghav and Maree, Yew Li and Jaqui.

Earth Carer Stories

Earth Carer Susan lets us know what she's been up to:

"After completing the Earth Carers course back in 2013, I continually felt inspired to pass on what I had
learnt along the way to others. I particularly wanted to get the sustainability and living with less waste
message across to children. My role as an Education Assistant provided me with the ideal audience and
my own children were sick of listening to me.
In mid to late 2015, whilst working at Osborne Primary School, I couldn’t help but wonder about what we
could do with a disused sandpit we had in our pre-primary playground. A few emails later and Peg was
there with pretty much all the supplies we needed to turn that old sandpit into a No Dig Garden bed.

We had the children actively involved in preparing the bed giving them a sense of ownership over their
new vegetable garden. They particularly loved shovelling on the steaming pile of horse poo!

It was low cost to install as, aside from a trailer load of horse manure, we were using household waste
such as coffee grounds, shredded paper, lawn clippings etc and we were recycling in the process. Some
plant markers made from old wooden spoons, some seeds and seedlings and we were good to go.

Three months later and the children were sampling potatoes, carrots and cherry tomatoes they had grown

themselves. They also had great fun looking for and collecting caterpillars that got into the garden and
then deciding to keep them as pets.

We continued to build on the importance of sustainability and caring for our environment and proceeded to
build native bee houses as a class. We used offcuts of timber from a friendly carpenter, the children
decorated them and then we filled them with clay dug from a garden, bamboo sticks and straw. This then
led to investigating the importance of bees in a garden.

During the year the children learnt that waste items can provide a useful resource for design and
technology. Using old records and cds combined with a piece of driftwood, some bells and rope our last
project for the year was making a bird scarer for our garden which reflected light and created movement
and noise to keep the birds away from the fruit and vegetables we had grown. We decided to enter it into
st

the Osborne Park Show and the children were thrilled be rewarded with a 1 prize.

I am really lucky to be able to work with two amazing teachers who are happy to indulge my ideas and
projects as I am always thinking about the WHAT NEXT!

My goal this year is to try and use more recyclable items in our classroom for our many craft projects. First
however we need to get the veggie garden planted out again now that the weather is cooling down."

The no-dig garden bed, native bee house and bird scarer that Susan's students created.

Hot Topics & Nifty Apps

Microbeads
Further to our discussion about problem products during the March course Earth
Carer Caroline sent us through some more information on micro beads and the App
that she finds useful.

Tiny particles of plastic (microbeads) have been added to possibly thousands of
personal care products sold around the world.

These microbeads, hardly visible to the naked eye, go straight from the shower drain
into the sewer system. Waste water treatment plants are not designed to filter out
micro beads and that is the main reason why they ultimately contribute to the plastic
soup, the accumulation of plastic in the ocean.

Microbeads have a large surface and many chemicals attach onto this surface, such
as mercury - concentrating the quantity. Sea creatures eat the micro beads,
the chemicals are released and absorbed into the fish. Humans then eat the fish and
so too the chemicals. Microbreads are not biodegradable and once in the
environment are impossible to remove.
Source: www.beatthemicrobead.org/.

The Beat the Microbead App (available from the App and Googleplay stores) scans
barcodes of personal care products and gives warning if they contain micro beads.
The App does not recognize all products but you are encouraged to grow the
database by uploading the unknown products.
Visit www.beatthemicrobead.org and http://storyofstuff.org/plastic-microbeads-banthe-bead/ for more information.

For the full video and article visit: www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/4424996.htm.

Disposable Coffee Cups
Coffee cups are estimated to be the second largest contributor to litter waste after plastic
bottles. It is estimated Australians use 1 billion disposable coffee cups each year.
(Source: ABC 7.30 Report 3/2/16).
The most commonly used disposable cups seem to be paper cups now that expanded
polystyrene is so undesirable.
These also have a thin layer of plastic on them but can be treated as a recyclable product
in most recycling systems. However, it is not encouraged to put them into the Recycle bins
because they often have residual coffee in them - so always empty and take the lid
off. The lid may sneak into the recycling process but could also be too small.
Of course the best way to avoid the dilemma is to take our own cups. The tricky time is ‘on
the way to work’ when people who may keep a reusable cup in their desk drawer don’t take
it in their bag to go home for the next morning.
Changing habits takes quite a few tries to just automatically remember. How long did it take
to ALWAYS remember to take our reusable bags??? (and we do still forget this one
sometimes….).
For the full video and article visit: www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/4424996.htm.

Good news however is that Antz Inya Pantz coffee shop in Victoria Park is introducing
NO disposable takeaway coffee cups. They will be offering a cheap reusable cup with a
free coffee and that’s it. Visit http://www.watoday.com.au/wa-news/antz-inya-pantz-becomes-first-perthcoffee-shop-to-ditch-the-takeaway-cup-20160422-god4es.html for the full story and video.
Remember to take yours with you!

Shop Ethical
Some of our Earth Carers may already use the Shop Ethical! app. It enables users to
compare brands on company ownership and assessment of over 5000 products enabling
you to make an informed decision whenever you shop.
The app has recently been updated to include Barcode Scanner and a Give Company
feedback features.
The Shop Ethical! app is available for iPhone and Android from the App Store and Google
Play: http://www.ethical.org.au/consumer/shopethical2/
Let us know if you have any apps that you think may be useful to other Earth Carers !

